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Abstract. Communication is the cornerstone of decentralized systems. However, in open and decentralized multi-agent systems, assumptions on the internal implementation of the agents are reduced to the minimum, in order to allow heterogeneous agents to enter or quit the system at any time. Therefore, some agents that do not respect – voluntarily or not – the rules for a “good” communicative behavior may be introduced in the system. In this paper, we propose a trust model for the reliability of agent communications. We define inconsistencies in the communications (represented as social commitments) in order to enable agents to detect lies and update their trust model of other agents. Then, agents use their trust model to decide whether to trust or not a new commitment. Some results are presented based on experimentations on the functions proposed to compute the reputation values that compose the trust model.



Introduction Agent communications is a very important issue in multi-agent systems. Agents have to interact in order to solve a problem, exchange informations, etc. The collective activities within the system strongly depend on the good functioning of communications and can fail if some communications are, voluntarily or not, wrong. Some guarantees such as authentication, integrity, confidentiality, etc. can be obtained by the use of security techniques. However, there are also some threats upon the veracity of the content of the messages. If the system is open, malicious agents may be introduced in order to lie to other agents and disturb the good functioning of the system. In this paper we propose a decentralized trust model to evaluate the reliability of agent communications. Any agent can implement such a trust model: on detection of a good or a bad communicative behavior, the agent updates its trust model and when it has to choose whether to trust or not another agent, the agent uses its trust model to decide. In previous papers [1, 2], we proposed to explicit the rules describing a good behavior with regards to the communications. In this paper we focus on the trust model: how to update and use it. The remaining of this paper is composed as follows : Sec. 1 presents the general framework in which we define our model of trust for open and decentralized MAS. Then, Sec. 2 introduces the various kinds of reputation that compose this model. Section 3 presents how the reputation values are used in the agent’s decision process. Section 4 gives some results based on an implementation of the processes described in the paper. Finally, Sec. 5 compares our proposition to related works.



1 Motivations Decentralization is an inherent property of multi-agent systems. Therefore, we consider that agents only have access to what they perceive. This means that it is not possible to build a single reputation value shared by every agent: each agent computes locally its own reputation toward a specific target. According to the use of the term “trust” in the current anglo-saxon research literature as the decision to act in trust, we prefer to use the term “reputation” when we refer to trust beliefs rather than act in trust [3]. As far as communication is concerned, decentralization implies that an agent only has access to the messages it sends, receives and observes (directly or that are transmitted by other agents). Therefore, agents need to represent communications based on their observations, using a formalism external from the agent. There is currently three main approches to agent communication: the mentalistic approach (each speech act is defined in terms of pre- and post-conditions on the mental states of the utterer and the hearer), the behavioral approach (speech acts are defined by their use in protocols) and social semantics (speech acts are associated to social commitments). The later is the approach we choose since it represents the social effect of communication whereas the mentalistic approach is not very well suited for observations due to its intrusive nature [4]. The behavioral approach has also been moved aside, due to its rigid nature that is not well suited for open systems. [5–9] define operational specifications for the social commitments. The specification we use is adapted from [9] to decentralized systems. We define a social commitment as a tuple:  debt  cred  utterance time  validity time  state   content



where: – debt is the debtor, the agent that is committed; – cred is the creditor, the agent the debtor is committed to; – utterance time is the time when the message that created the commitment has been uttered; – validity time is the interval of time associated with the commitment; – state  is a function of time that returns the state of the commitment at time  ; – content is the content on which the debtor is committed to. The state returned by the function state(t) is either inactive, active, fulfilled, violated or canceled. The commitment is created either in the active or inactive state, according to the current time being (resp. or not being) in between the validity time interval bounds. An active commitment can be fulfilled (resp. violated) if the agent does (resp. does not) achieve what it is commited to. The commitment can also be canceled. The content of the commitment is also a tuple which exact composition is out of the scope of this paper. We only require that inconsistency between contents is defined and that a method context that mainly returns the topic of the content exists. We note   (resp.    ) a commitment (resp. a “commitment store” [10], the set of all known commitments) from agent  to agent  as the agent  represents it. In the model we propose, an agent computes its reputation values depending on the states of the commitments it knows locally.



In order to build a trust model in such conditions, we consider agents with a trust model as shown in Fig. 1, although agents built with completely different trust models, or with no trust model at all, may be present at the same time in the system. The architecture of the trust model is composed of three main components: the communication module, the lies detection module and the trust intention module. In open and decentralized systems like MAS, an agent cannot access directly another agent’s beliefs; two agents should consider one another like black boxes. A single agent can only reason on its local beliefs and, eventually, model another agent’s beliefs based on the observation and interpretation of the behavior of this agent. Therefore a lie can neither be defined in terms of truth value (since each agent has its own perception of the world) nor in terms of another agent’s beliefs (no detection would be possible since these beliefs are private) but only on local observations like overhearing of communication, etc. Our trust model therefore focuses on communications: when a communication is received from the communication module, as a social commitment, a first process is started that checks if it can identify a lie based on the current commitment stores and the incoming commitment. As a result, the process updates the reputation values associated to the utterer. If the module detects that the message is a lie, then it also updates its commitment stores according to the refusal of the message.
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Fig. 1. General overview of the trust model.



If no lie is detected, it does not mean there is no lie, therefore, to prevent a possible future deception, the commitment is transmitted to the trust intention module. This module uses the reputation values computed on earlier interactions to decide whether to trust or not the incoming commitment. In this paper, we focus on the latter module: we describe how the reputation values are updated (which function are used to compute the values) how the values are used (the algorithm defined to decide to intend to trust) and how the commitment stores are updated on acceptance or refusal of the commitment.



Next section presents how an agent computes the reputation values based on the states of the commitments stored in its local representation of the commitment stores.



2 Reputations Based on its local representations of the commitment stores, an agent is able to detect some violations of the norms defining a good communicative behavior. When such a violation is detected, a process that seeks for the source of the inconsistency begins. As a result, this process modifies the commitments it identifies as lies, so that they become violated. Such norms and processes are described in [1, 2]. This section illustrates the next step in the trust model: how the agent evaluates the honesty of another agent, by using its local representations of the commitment stores to compute the reputation values that compose its trust model. 2.1 Definition of the Reputations In [11], an agent  trust another agent  to realize an action it needs to accomplish a goal . According to this definition, we consider that an agent  trusts or distrusts an agent  for respecting the communication norm while sending a particular message. Building a trust model is a learning process that requires the existence of a certain amount of experiences before the computation of a relevant value. This implies that, before obtaining the first relevant value, the agent is vulnerable as it does not know which agent it can trust. In order to limit the time during which the agent is vulnerable, an agent builds its trust model using several reputation values. Some works identify different reputation types according to their source or object [3] or based on the roles played by the involved agents [12]. In our work, we distinguish three types of information the reputation can be based on: 



– direct experiences (commitments as perceived by the debtor and the creditor); – observed experiences (commitments perceived by other agents than the creditor or the debtor); – reputation values computed by other agents; and five rolesthat agents can play during the computation of the various reputations: A target is an agent that is evaluated. A beneficiary is an agent that possesses the reputation value. An observer is an agent that observes some commitments. An evaluator is an agent that transforms a set of commitments into a reputation value. A gossiper is an agent that transmits a reputation value to the beneficiary. According to the agents that play those roles, the computed reputation value is more or less reliable. For instance, an agent might consider a reputation value computed from other agents’ evaluations less reliable than a reputation value computed from its own experiences. It is then important to distinguish various forms of reputations that may have different values. From the types of information and the roles presented above, we define four types of reputation values:



Direct Experience-based Reputation (DEbRp) which value is computed from commitments made by the target directly to the beneficiary. Observation-based Repputation (ObRp) which is computed from observations about commitments made by the target toward agents other than the beneficiary. Evaluation-based Reputation (EbRp) is computed by merging reputation values transmitted by gossipers. General Disposition to Trust (GDtT) is not attached to a particular target. This value represents the inclination of the beneficiary to trust another agent when it has no information about its honesty. This kind of trust is not studied in further details here as we consider, to simplify, that it is a fixed value. In decentralized systems, each agent maintains it own representation of the world. Its trust model therefore depends on the sources and type of information it can gather. The next section presents the functions proposed to computed the DEbRp, ObRp and EbRp values associated to the reputation types defined above. 2.2 Computation of the Reputation Values Each agent maintains a trust model composed of several reputation values: DEbRp, ObRp, EbRp. These reputation values are computed with commitments from various sources and of various content types. We represent reputation as a real number in the interval     . An agent which reputation is  is considered as a systematic liar whereas an agent with a reputation of  would be always sincere. In addition to this interval, an agent’s reputation can have the value unknown if there is too few information about it. This section defines, at first, some subsets of the commitment stores that are used to compute the reputation values. Then, it details the functions employed to compute a single value based on the states the commitments in these subsets. Direct and Indirect Experiences To compute the reputation value of an agent  at a given time  , an agent  considers all the commitments it is aware of and where  is the  creditor (  is the set of all agents  knows at time  ):            



     











 



In order to update its reputation values, an agent should accumulate experiences (direct or not) about the past behaviors of its acquaintances. The accumulated experiences are grouped according to their topic. It is then possible to distinguish various reputation values based on the content of the messages; for instance an agent can have a high reputation for providing information on a theater show times and a bad reputation to provide weather information. Trust is relative to the context of the interaction. We assume the content of the commitment possesses a topic, which is accessible with the context method. In the commitment stores definitions, we express the context of the interaction by a parameter, , to gather commitments related to a same context in             such as: the sets           
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